
Pre-Bid MoM 
 
Proposal: Replacement of existing in-service abnormal polymer insulators with high-creepage 
polymer insulators in Cold line. 
 
1.    All locations are remotely located i.e., having extra challenges i.e., through creek, nallha 
etc. during the execution. The minimum head loading may be two to three spans. (600 to 
1500 mtr) 
2.    Some locations are in middle of creek which may need to hire local boats. 
3.    All double suspension (SPL) towers are having height around 90 to 100mtrs. They are 
special towers. 
4.    The only one circuit on tower per day will be under outage during the work. All other 
circuits will be live on the tower. 
5.    Minimum team required 10 to 12 nos’ as per no of insulators on respective line. (ref. 
QR/NIT document) 
6.    The mobilization / outage confirmation call shall be given by AEML at least 4 to 5 days in 
advance. (ref. QR/NIT document) 
7.    Contractor must mobilize and accommodate their team at appropriate locations (with 
facility of good storage for polymer insulators) 
8.    Contractor must arrange good transport arrangement for moving men and materials to 
the site (there should not be damage to polymer insulator) 
9.    The approved mythology for replacement of polymer insulator is attached. Contractor 
needs to submit his acceptance and or submit their mythology to AEML for approval. 
10.  The minimum PPEs are Safety shoes, Safety harness, Safety Helmet, Safety Fluorescent 
Jacket, Safety Hand gloves, Hand gloves 1.1kV rating for AEP (during application of portable 
earthing) etc. for each team. The test report is required for all PPEs. 
11.  All tools will be inspected by AEML Engineer in charge and approved accordingly. Any 
noncompliance needs to rectify by contractor immediately to avoid loss of outage (if so, 
necessary penalty will be applicable) 
12.  The minimum members per team should be as per NIT / QR document. 
13.  The PTW compliance is necessary (format attached) 
14.  The JSA and EHS awareness is necessary 
15.  The daily toolbox meeting and its record is necessary (format attached) 
16. All locations are situated from Dahanu to Versova, Dahanu to Ghodbunder and within 
Mumbai area etc. 
17. Medical fitness of all workers are required before start of work 
18. All statutory requirement are necessary i.e., PF, ESIC etc.  
19. Third party insurance as per order may require. 
20. Rest all points are as per discussion during the Prebid meeting. 

 
All other requirements as per QR, scope and BOQ are applicable. 

 
 
 
 
 

Contractor acceptance 


